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HTGCD DSISD Dedicated Monitor Well: Report Draft 

Hays Trinity Groundwater Conservation District  

 

Executive Summary 

In January 2018 HTGCD drilled two wells on Dripping Springs Independent School District (DSISD) property 
approximately 3 miles south of the City of Dripping Springs. The wells were drilled as part of the HTGCD 
dedicated monitor well program, which aims to establish 4 well sites at selected locations to provide a 
long-term record of water levels and groundwater quality in the Trinity Aquifer. The DSISD wells will 
provide important data for monitoring potential changes in the Trinity Aquifer in the vicinity of the 
Dripping Springs Water Supply Corporation (DSWSC) well field. DSISD provided access to the well site 
through a memorandum of understanding with HTGCD. As part of this contract HTGCD staff will work with 
DSISD to set up an educational program using data from the wells. Funding for the monitor well program 
comes from Hays County, DSWSC and HTGCD.  

This report presents data from the DSISD well drilling and evaluation program. These data are 
preliminary and HTGCD staff plans to analyze them in more detail during future investigations. The wells, 
DSISD No. 1 and DSISD No. 2 were successfully drilled by Geoprojects International. DSISD No. 1 was 
spudded in January 2018 and was drilled to 400 feet. It was completed as a Middle Trinity, Cow Creek test 
well. DSISD No. 2 was drilled 25 feet east of the first borehole. This well reached a total depth of 260 feet 
in the Lower Glen Rose, and was completed in the basal, Lower Glen Rose.  

 An extensive formation evaluation program was run on DSISD No. 1 including: geochemical 
sampling and analysis, geophysical logging, down-hole camera recording, cutting samples description, 
conventional core description, and a pumping test. In addition, a short pumping test was run and a 
geochemical sample was collected and analyzed from the DSISD No. 2. The following highlights are noted: 

1. Small amounts of groundwater were encountered in both wells at 70 feet in a 10 foot 
“cavity/solution, bedding-plane parting” interval near the base of the Upper Glen Rose. The 
interval was well documented during drilling in the downhole video and on the caliper log. The 
cavity will be monitored in DSISD No. 2 with a shallow access tube/piezometer set in the annulus. 

2. A conventional core was cut (240-360’) from the basal Lower Glen Rose, through the full Hensel 
section, and including the productive zone of the Cow Creek. At 256 feet the core encountered 
the top of a porous, “reef/mound facies” in the Lower Glen Rose. An estimated flow of 10 gpm 
was calculated by the driller. The porous interval is about 20 feet thick. The second well, DSISD 
No. 2 was completed to evaluate this interval. 

3. The Hensel formation is 26 feet thick at this location. During the pump test, water levels in No. 2 
showed a muted drawdown response to pumping from Cow Creek pumping in No. 1. This suggests 
that the Hensel may be acting as a semi-confining unit. A thin paleosol interval was identified 
separating the Hensel from the Cow Creek, and may be an important lithologic control on vertical 
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connectivity in the Middle Trinity aquifer. Further investigation of wells 1 and 2 will help 
determine to what extent the Hensel acts as a confining unit. 

4. The top of the Cow Creek limestone aquifer was encountered at 312 feet. The upper porous 
carbonate is 30 feet thick and consists of coarse grained, skeletal hash- coquina in a fine skeletal-
grainstone matrix. The lower interval is fine crystalline dolomite with layers of moldic porosity 
developed in relic texture. During the 24-hour pump test the Cow Creek was highly productive. 
Total drawdown in No. 1 during the test was 42 feet pumping at a constant rate of 43 gpm. 

5. Geochemical analysis of groundwater samples from wells 1 and 2 show that water in the Cow 
Creek and LGR share a similar chemical assemblage. The DSISD wells had significantly lower total 
dissolved solid (TDS) and sulfate concentrations than the HTGCD Skipton dedicated monitoring 
well in the Henly area. 

A permanent 1.5 HP pump was installed in the DSISD No.1 well and set at 380 feet. Groundwater 
samples from the Cow Creek formation will be collected and analyzed at selected times during the year. 
The resulting data will be posted on the HTGCD website. The District will equip the borehole with data 
logging instrumentation (pressure transducer) to provide a record of groundwater level variation and 
conductivity data: hydrographs (a graph of water level vs time) will be available on-line.  

Scope and Purpose 

The Hays Trinity Groundwater Conservation District (HTGCD) has been tasked by the Texas State 
Legislature to conserve, preserve, recharge, and prevent waste of groundwater within western Hays 
County. An important part of that mission is regular monitoring of water levels and water quality within 
the Trinity Aquifer to observe changes in aquifer conditions over time.  

The DSISD dedicated monitor well project is the second in a four well program designed to provide 
quality data in selected locations to meet the District Management Plan. The wells were drilled, completed 
and instrumented to acquire water level (water level pressure transducer/data logger) and geochemical 
data, and to evaluate the Middle Trinity aquifer in the rapidly developing Dripping Springs area. A 
formation evaluation program was designed for the drilling project including: geophysical logging, a 
pumping test of the Cow Creek formation, sample cuttings description, conventional core of Middle Trinity 
productive intervals and downhole video recording.  

Results of the technical evaluation will be shared with adjoining groundwater districts and other 
agencies in keeping with HTGCD’s goal of collaboration and transparency. This report will be made 
available on the HTGCD website. The wellsite location was made available through a memorandum of 
understanding (MOU) between HTGCD and the Dripping Springs Independent School District (DSISD), 
which allowed the groundwater district to drill on school property. The agreement also states that data 
and interpretation from the well will be shared with the school district for educational purposes; and that 
HTGCD staff will periodically visit DSISD classrooms to teach students about the Trinity Aquifer. This 
memorandum of understanding can be found in appendix G of this report. 
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Site Selection 

The DSISD wellsite was chosen because of its proximity to the DSWSC well field, Onion Creek and the 
rapidly developing city of Dripping Springs. The well is located on school property approximately 3 miles 
south of the city of Dripping Springs and ½ mile southwest of the DSWSC well field (figure 1). It is accessed 
from Ranch Road 12 and lies just north of South Onion Creek, a tributary of Onion Creek. It is a rural area 
of mixed ranchland and farming, although new development is rapidly changing land use. A more detailed 
reasoning behind site selection is outlined below. 

 

Figure 1-Area map of the DSISD well site. 

1. The DSWSC Well Field: The well field has been supplying groundwater to local residents for 
over 40 years. The corporation is HTGCD’s largest groundwater permit holder. DSWSC 
produced 336 acre feet in 2017 and has a production permit of 1025 acre-feet/year as of 
2018. Increased production over the next 5 to 10 years will likely be required to meet the 
growing needs of developing subdivisions and businesses. There are currently four wells in 
the field and all are completed in the Middle Trinity aquifer, Cow Creek formation. The 
primary reason for selecting this monitor well location was to track any potential changes in 
groundwater levels and quality in the vicinity of the DSWSC well field. The DSISD site is located 
approximately 0.75 miles SW of the DSWSC well field, making it close enough to the water 
supply wells to observe potential impact on the aquifer, but far enough away to ensure that 
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any observed impacts are not extremely localized. DSWSC has supported the HTGCD monitor 
well program with funding and with access to their well sites and pumping data. 

2. Onion Creek has played an integral role in the lifestyle and development of the community 
providing clear surface water, environmental habitat and recreation in the “Gateway to the 
Texas Hill Country”. Recent hydrogeological investigations by HTGCD and partners have 
demonstrated a close association between the surface waters of the creek and the subsurface 
Middle Trinity aquifer (Hunt et al., 2016; Watson et al., 2018). The placement and evaluation 
of the DSISD monitor well will provide additional data to evaluate the relationship between 
surface water and groundwater within the Onion Creek watershed. 

3. The Dripping Springs area and land development along US Highway 290 west of Austin, is one 
of the fastest growing regions in Texas. New neighborhoods and businesses require water for 
sustainable, ongoing development. That resource is provided by surface water from the West 
Travis County Pipeline (WTCPUA) and from Trinity Aquifer groundwater. The dedicated 
HTGCD DSISD monitor well will provide a source of reliable data to evaluate water level trends 
(available groundwater) and possible water quality variation which can be used by future 
stakeholders and policymakers to make important groundwater management decisions.  

  

 Geologic Framework 

The Dripping Springs Valley is situated along the eastern dissected margin of the Edwards Plateau. To the 
east lie the Balcones Fault Zone (BFZ) and the Gulf Coastal Plain; to the west the Central Texas Platform 
and the Llano Uplift (figure 2). The valley is within the upper reaches of the Onion Creek watershed with 
Lower Cretaceous, Upper Glen Rose carbonates exposed at the surface. Onion Creek and its tributaries 
have carved the strata into the rolling hills and valleys of the Texas Hill Country (Rose, 2016).  

Structurally the flat lying, thin bedded Upper Glen Rose carbonates dip 1- 2 degrees to the east-
southeast. The dips steepen within the BFZ and the Early Cretaceous sedimentary rocks are broken into 
large fault segments (blocks) that play an important role in fluid migration and groundwater production 
(Collins, 2000; Hunt & others, 2015). The exposed Upper Glen Rose section in the Dripping Springs area is 
fractured with joint sets that reflect regional uplift of the Edwards Plateau and Early Miocene tensional 
faulting in the BFZ. There were no major, through-going faults observed in the vicinity of the monitor well 
but small displacement faults and linear fracture trends are present (Watson et al., 2018).  

The Lower Cretaceous, Trinity Group strata were deposited unconformably over the Paleozoic, 
Ouachita Fold Belt facies. When observed in cutting samples from local wells, the Paleozoic rock is 
indurated, dark colored siltstone, mudstone and quartz sandstone. While not metamorphosed, the rock 
has been termed as deformed. There is no known groundwater production from this facies in Hays County. 
The Skipton Monitor well, located in Hays County west of the Ouachita Thrust Front, drilled into 
Pennsylvanian age sedimentary rock at total depth (HTGCD Skipton Monitor Well Report, 2017).  
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The Trinity Group is divided into three lithostratigraphic intervals: the Lower, Middle and Upper 
Trinity (Lozo, 1956; Stricklin and others, 1971). Lower Trinity age rock was penetrated in the DSWSC No.1 
well located less than a mile northeast of the DSISD Monitor well. The basal, Hosston formation was 
deposited on the peneplained, irregular surface of the Paleozoic. Hosston conglomerates are overlain by 
sandstone and siltstone red beds with interbedded fine crystalline dolomite. The formation is 200 feet 
thick in this area and produces high sulfate, high TDS water in northern Hays County. Overlying the 
Hosston is the Sligo formation. The Sligo is about 90 feet thick and consists of limestone and dolomite. To 
the east, in the BFZ, the Sligo produces minor amounts of groundwater when fractured.  

The fine grained sediments of the Hammett formation onlap the Sligo from east to west. It is 
composed of dolomitic claystone with thin dolomites and siltstone. The Hammett is a widespread aquitard 
that separates the Lower Trinity aquifer from the Middle Trinity aquifer. It is about 50 feet thick in this 
area. 

Figure 2-Generalized structure map of Texas. Adapted from map created by Brian Hunt, 
BSEACD. LU=Llano Uplift; BFZ=Balcones Fault Zone; SM Arch=San Marcos Arch. 
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The Middle Trinity aquifer is the primary groundwater producing interval in western Hays County 
(Wierman and others, 2010). It consists of the basal Cow Creek formation made up of porous skeletal-
grain limestones, fine crystalline dolomite and dolomitic siltstone grading downward into the Hammett. 
There is a thin, transitional paleosol interval between the Cow Creek and the overlying Hensel (Amsbury, 
1996; Kerans, 2016). This interval represents the interface between those sediments reworked from the 
exposed, unconformable surface of the Cow Creek carbonates and the surficial sediments deposited by 
the low-stand, non-marine caliche/calcrete basal Hensel. At this location, the Hensel formation consists 
of dolomitic siltstone, dolomite and mudstone and averages about 30 feet in thickness. The Hensel acts 
as a semi-confining unit. The overlying Lower Glen Rose is 200 feet thick. It is made up of skeletal-grain 
limestones with thin interbedded siltstone and mudstone. There are two groundwater-productive 
geologic intervals in the Lower Glen Rose near Dripping Springs: a basal, “reef/mound” facies and an upper 
biostrome that contains skeletal-grain shoals.  Both units develop and thicken to the south and east where 
they are capable of producing important groundwater. Karstic/solution features are common within the 
shallow Lower Glen Rose and play an important role in aquifer recharge.  

The Upper Trinity, Upper Glen Rose formation can reach over 350 feet in complete sections away 
from the stream carved valleys (Hunt, 2016: Watson, 2018). There are shallow, perched aquifers within 
the Upper Glen Rose that produced water historically for the early settlers and their livestock. The City of 
Dripping Springs has sections that flood during heavy rainfall - the shallow, perched aquifer can be less 
than 20 feet deep. Gravity springs emanating from several Upper Glen Rose units provide base flow to 
local creeks. Recent studies have shown that surface water flowing over the basal units of the Upper Glen 
Rose, can migrate vertically into the Middle Trinity aquifer (Hunt et al, 2016). This phenomenon, common 
to Hill County streams flowing over fractured carbonate rock, is an important recharge feature to the 
Middle Trinity aquifer. The remnant, Upper Trinity section at the DSISD monitor well location is 60 feet 
thick and consists of Upper Glen Rose Units 1 and 2. 

Drilling Operations 

Geoprojects International, drilling contractor for the project, spudded the DSISD No.1 Monitor well on 
January 23, 2018. The wellsite is flat and easily accessible for the drilling rig. It is located approximately 60 
ft north of East Mt. Gainor Road and was accessed from Ranch Road 12, south of the city of Dripping 
Springs in Hays County, Texas. Two wells were drilled at this location (figure 3): DSISD No. 1 was drilled as 
a Cow Creek test to a total depth of 400 feet. DSISD No. 2 was drilled 25 feet east of the first well. The 
second well was designed to evaluate the Upper and Lower Glen Rose formations and was drilled to a 
total depth of 260 feet in the basal Lower Glen Rose. 
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Figure 3-Well completion diagram of the DSISD dedicated monitoring wells with gamma ray log and 
interpreted stratigraphy. 

DSISD Monitor Well No.1 (PW): A standard drilling and evaluation program was followed at this first 
location. Excellent quality formation cutting samples were collected at 10 feet intervals. The samples were 
described petrographically with a binocular microscope. A conventional rock core was cut (in 10’ sections) 
from 240-360 feet with very good recovery. The 120 feet of 2 ¼ inch core started in the basal Lower Glen 
Rose; cut a full Hensel section; and penetrated the upper, productive interval of the Cow Creek. The core 
was slabbed, photographed and described at the UT BEG core warehouse in Austin. Additional 
microphotographs were taken at the HTGCD office. The well was drilled to a total depth of 400 feet in the 
Hammett formation. 

The borehole was logged to 394 feet by the Edwards Aquifer Authority (EAA) technical team. A 
gamma ray, four-point resistivity and caliper log were run. The well was completed as a Cow Creek test 
with PVC casing set to 312 feet and perforated PVC pipe to 392 feet, total depth. The borehole was gravel-
packed (sand-filter pack) opposite the screened interval of the Cow Creek and grouted in stages to the 
surface with bentonite and cement – Type H, Sulfate resistant Portland cement slurry. A test pump was 
set at 380 feet. After the second well was drilled and completed, a pumping test was run in DSISD No.1 
(Vickers, Welspec). Data recorders were placed in DSISD well No.2, and in the Charro Ranch/Burns 
Irrigation well (SWR #194321) located about ½ mile to the east. The 24 hour test produced at the rate of 
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43gpm with a drawdown of 42 feet. Aquifer testing and geochemistry results are discussed in later 
sections in this report.  

DSISD No. 2 (OW): The second well at this location was drilled 25 feet due east of No. 1. The well drilling 
and evaluation program was designed to investigate the Glen Rose section. The well was drilled to 260 
feet and stopped in the Lower Glen Rose, basal “reef/mound” facies. No cutting samples were taken and 
the well was not logged because of the proximity to DSISD No. 1. A downhole video camera was run by 
BSEACD to 394 feet. The images confirmed the cavity interval from 60-70 feet seen in well No. 1, and the 
camera touched down at total depth indicating that the hole was open. PVC casing was run to 240 feet 
and perforated PVC pipe to 260 feet, total depth. The borehole was gravel-packed to 232 feet, opposite 
the Lower Glen Rose screened interval, and cemented in stages to 90 feet. Gravel was placed opposite 
the cavernous interval in the Upper Glen Rose and the well was cemented to the surface. A 1” access tube 
was placed in the annulus opposite the cavernous interval (piezometer).  

Interpreted Borehole Geology 

The following section presents a geologic description of surface samples, cuttings and core collected 
during DSISD Monitor Well No. 1 drilling operations. Photographs and photomicrographs of selected cores 
are available in Appendix A.  Selected core and sample photos taken using a Zeiss Stemi 305 microscope 
with digital camera are available in Appendix B.  A scanned copy of the geophysical log annotated with 
geological interpretation is available in Appendix C. Selected screen captures from the downhole video 
can be found in Appendix D. Additional content including a link to the full downhole camera video, will be 
made available on the HTGCD website: www.haysgroundwater.com. 

Surface geology: The Upper Trinity, Upper Glen Rose Member crops out throughout the upper Onion 
Creek basin. In the fields and low hills to the west and north of the wellsite, Upper Glen Rose, Unit 3 is 
exposed at the surface. Unit 3 has been described in the literature (Muller, 1990) as a shallow aquitard. 
When Unit 3 is eroded, by Onion Creek or one of its tributaries, the fractured (jointed) limestone and 
dolomitic limestone beds of the basal units (solution zone) are directly exposed to surface water. Recent 
studies have suggested that surface water under these conditions, may move vertically through shallow 
karst features and enter the Middle Trinity aquifer (Hunt 2016, Watson 2018).   

Upper Glen Rose Units 1-2 (0-80’) : The upper twenty feet of the borehole consists of thin bedded, 
nodular, wackestone to grainstone, pellet-skeletal- detrital limestone with ostracods, gastropods and 
coarse mollusk fragments. From 20-40 feet the packstone, detrital-skeletal-pellet limestone contains fine 
to coarse quartz grains and intraclasts. These beds with thin calcareous, very fine to fine grained 
sandstone, can be used as a correlative marker within the basin (see Skipton Monitor Well at 160-180’). 
The underlying packstone, coated grain-pelloid-algal limestone contains interlaminated calcareous 
mudstone.  

The 10 foot interval from 62-72’ is shown dramatically on both the downhole video and the caliper 
log, as a cavity zone with solution, bedding-plane partings (the driller’s log notes: “bit drop-void”). The 
cutting samples for this interval show calcareous, silty mudstone and fine crystalline dolomite. Water can 
be seen in the video as a thin but steady stream flowing out of the basal beds. Some 25’ to the east, the 
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downhole video from DSISD No. 2 showed the same interval with an obvious connection between the two 
wells. This conduit may be connected to South Onion Creek or simply one of a multitude of shallow 
conduits moving fresh water along bedding planes  in a known, well documented “solution zone” at the 
base of the Upper Glen Rose. No gypsum crystals were noted in the samples but surface exposures 
indicate that the evaporite has been dissolved and replaced by carbonate with typical “box work” 
features.  

Middle Trinity Aquifer  

Lower Glen Rose (80-280’): Several porous carbonate intervals within the Lower Glen Rose produce 
groundwater in local, domestic wells. Unlike the Lower Glen Rose section in the Skipton well – some 8.6 
miles to the northwest- there are scattered, porous, “reefal/mound” facies buildups in this area 
(Stricklin,1971, Fig.12).   

The Lower Glen Rose is 200 feet thick at the DSISD Monitor Well location. The section from 80-
130 feet is predominantly thin interbedded packstone-wackestone limestone, siltstone and dolomitic 
mudstone. From 130-180 feet the borehole encountered a series of fine grain limestone and calcarenite 
shoals with coarse skeletal fragments and some moldic and vuggy porosity. The interval contains coral, 
pelecypod, oysters, gastropods and rudist fragments. This section is equivalent to the productive, upper 
reefal-limestone buildup found to the east (Balcones Zone) and to the south in the Blanco River Valley 
(Wierman, 2010). Although there is some production from this upper carbonate zone in the Dripping 
Springs area, there were no indications of water in the DSISD wells. The underlying section from 180-210 
feet consists of calcareous siltstone with interbedded grain-skeletal limestone with common Orbitolina 
texana; oysters and miliolid are also present. From 220-240 feet the section consists of fine crystalline 
dolomite and skeletal-coated grain limestone with bryozoan, algae and common Orbitolina.  

Cored interval: 240-360 feet 

From 240-256’ the section is made up of grainstone-packstone, fine grained pellet-skeletal limestone with 
scattered coarse skeletal fragments and black irregular laminae. The top of the basal Lower Glen Rose 
“reef/mound” facies was encountered at 256 feet. The rock consists of bi-modal, coarse to very coarse 
skeletal fragments (caprinid rudist, gastropods, oysters, mollusks and bryozoa) in a fine-medium grained 
skeletal-detrital matrix. There is excellent moldic and vuggy porosity in the upper 20 feet of the “reefal” 
facies with some small voids filled with foraminiferal debris (figure 4). There was an estimated flow rate 
of 10 gpm from this unit.  The basal section is “reef debris”; dolomitic grainstone with very coarse to 
medium grained skeletal limestone (coral, rudist and oyster fragments) in a fine-medium grained skeletal-
pellet-coated grain matrix with fine crystalline cement. 
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Figure 4-Photos of LGR core-Left: core 2, 256 ft depth. Right: LGR core 3, 10X magnification- 270 ft depth. 
The LGR cored interval displayed well developed intergranular and moldic porosity. 

– Hensel (280- 305’): The Hensel formation crops out updip and ten miles to the west in Blanco County. 
In that area the unit is some 60 -70 feet thick and consists of predominantly coarse siliciclastic rock. The 
Hensel “sandstone” facies produces groundwater, and the outcrop serves as an avenue for recharge to 
the deeper Trinity section.  In western Hays County, the upper beds interface with the transgressive Lower 
Glen Rose carbonate facies and only the basal and more argillaceous Hensel (20-30’) can be mapped in 
the subsurface to the east. This fine grained Hensel facies (dolomitic siltstone, mudstone and thin bedded 
dolomite) is interpreted as a semi-confining seal to the underlying Cow Creek aquifer and plays an 
important role in the hydrogeological evaluation of the Middle Trinity aquifer. 
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 The Hensel is 25 feet thick at this location. The contact of 
the Lower Glen Rose with the underlying Hensel is 
gradational in both the core and on the geophysical log. 
(280-290’) the upper ten feet consists of dolomitic 
wackestone, micritic-skeletal with very thin laminae, silt 
and scattered skeletal fragments. From 290-300 feet the 
section is calcareous siltstone with Orbitolina texana and 
scattered skeletal clasts; and packstone, medium-coarse 
grained in a micritic matrix. The base of the Hensel is 
dolomite, fine-medium crystalline with very coarse oysters, 
laminae and burrows. The contact with the underlying Cow 
Creek paleosol was identified in Core 7 at 306 feet (figure 
5). 

Cow Creek – paleosol (306-312’): The paleosol unit is 
dolomitic, fine-medium crystalline with dolomite breccia 
and calcrete intraclasts (caliche). The interval is thinner than 
seen at the Skipton well (433-451’) but represents the same 
zone of mixing during the subaerial exposure of the upper 
Cow Creek shoal carbonate and the regressive basal Hensel 
calcrete/caliche facies. 

Cow Creek (312-392’): The Cow Creek formation is the 
primary groundwater producing interval in western Hays 
County. The top three public water supply companies with 
HTGCD permits, all produce primarily from the Cow Creek. 
The formation thickness is fairly uniform throughout the 
district from 60-90 feet but production can vary from 20 to 
500 gpm. The upper 40-50 feet was originally deposited as 
skeletal limestone but in some areas the section has been 
dolomitized. Normally, the upper 20 – 30 feet are skeletal-grain limestone becoming more dolomitic with 
depth. There is groundwater production in both the limestone and the dolomite (“brown sand”) 
lithofacies. Older, domestic wells are commonly completed with the full Middle Trinity section open 
(uncased) and produce groundwater from both the Lower Glen Rose and the Cow Creek formations.  

(312-320’) the upper section is a coarse skeletal “hash – coquina” with fine to medium grained 
coated grain-calcarenite matrix; there is excellent moldic and vuggy porosity with calcite crystals lining 
voids; caprinid rudist, coral and mollusk fragments (figure 6). From 320-340 feet the unit consists of very 
coarse to coarse skeletal hash with thin zones of fine to medium grained coquina with crystalline, drusy 
cement. There is excellent moldic and vuggy porosity; several thin partings of green clay; stylolites and 
black laminae; Scleractinian corals, bryozoan, rudist, and mollusks. Core 11, 340-350 feet consists 
primarily of fine crystalline dolomite with minor wispy black laminae. The basal core, 350-360 feet, is fine 
crystalline dolomite, silty, burrowed with occasional clay breaks and a trace of tar. The interval from 350-

Figure 5-Photo of core at contact between 
the base of the Hensel and the top of the 
paleosol (304-305 ft). 
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370’ consists of fine to medium crystalline dolomite with inter-crystalline porosity and common molds 
(dissolved shell material) with scattered relic skeletal texture. The basal 20 feet of Cow Creek, from 370-
392’is calcareous siltstone, very fine crystalline cement with several coarse shell fragments. 

Hammett (392-400’): The Hammett claystone was encountered at 392 feet. This formation is the basal 
aquitard to the Middle Trinity and marks the bottom of the well. The lithology is claystone, gray green, 
dolomitic, sticky and dolomite, fine crystalline, silty with very coarse oyster fragments, very fine pyrite 
crystals and siltstone. 

 

 

Downhole Camera/Video 

DSISD Monitor Well No. 1 (PW): On the morning of 30 January, a downhole camera/video was lowered 
into the borehole by Justin Camp (BSEACD). The formation water in the well had settled overnight and 
the picture quality was very good in most of the well. The downhole camera is an important tool in both 
formation identification and borehole condition. Selected screen captures from the downhole video can 
be found in Appendix D. 

Figure 6- Core photos of upper portion of the Cow Creek-Left: core 10, 336 feet; Right: core 9, 321 ft, 
10X magnification.  
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 The upper section (Upper Glen Rose) 
from 31’ to 62’can be seen to be nodular, thin 
bedded carbonates with fine laminations and 
several small bedding plane voids. There is an 
exceptional image of a “cavernous” interval 
from 62.9’ to 71.3’. There are a series of solution 
cavities developed along bedding planes 
showing “deep” voids/crevices with inter-
layered thin, nodular ledges; loose rock and 
small mud flows (with rock fragments); water 
scoured features and minor slumping. Near the 
base of the interval there are drops of water 
(71.0’) from the roof of a cavity and at 71.2-71.3 
feet there is a small flow of water running over 
loose rock and cascading down the borehole. 
The “cave” was recorded on the caliper log, the gamma ray curve, and in the downhole video in DSISD 
well No. 2. 

Near the top of the Lower Glen Rose, 
at 91.9 feet, there is a good image of burrows 
with coarse fill in a fine-grained buff, 
wackestone-packstone matrix. The water level 
was recorded at 112.5 feet. In the Lower Glen 
Rose at 134.3 feet there is a thin layer of black, 
wavy laminae in a wackestone. At 172.7 feet a 
black stylolite separates buff, pelloid-skeletal 
limestone from gray limestone (figure 7); at 
206.7 feet are wavy black ripple laminations.  
At 268.9 feet, at the base of the Lower Glen 
Rose “reef/mound” facies, is a coarse skeletal 
hash with a fine grainstone matrix, vuggy, with 
gastropod ; 273.1 feet, Lower Glen Rose “reef 
debris ” with caprinid rudists in fine to medium 
grain skeletal-pellet-coated grain limestone 
(figure 8). 

In the Cow Creek, at 310 feet, is a skeletal limestone with mollusks; and at 359.4 feet, a small 
cavity with mud-flow in a Cow Creek dolomite. There are many fine examples of lithology in the video. 
Most of these have been recorded in the formation description. 

 

Figure 7-Screenshot of downhole video at 172.7 
foot depth. 

Figure 8-Screenshot of downhole video at 273.1. foot 
depth. Caprinid rudist fossils can be resolved in the 
downhold video. 
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Geophysical Logging 

The geophysical logging program for the DSISD monitor well was run on January 29, 2018 by a 
team from the Edwards Aquifer Authority (Rob Esquiline and Jennifer Adkins). A standard suite of curves 
was compiled by the operator including Natural Gamma, Single Point Resistivity, Four Point Resistivity and 
Caliper. The unit’s downhole camera run was only partially successful because of the murky water quality. 
The excellent quality gamma and resistivity curves show a very good picture of the bedding, lithology, 
formation tops and give some indication of fluid content. The subsurface correlation with surrounding 
wells is sharp and, combined with cutting and core descriptions, can be used for lithofacies identification. 
The gamma is particularly useful for correlation. The caliper log clearly identifies the “cavity/void” 
between 60 to 70’ correlating with the downhole video. The depth to water during the logging run was 
indicated at 110.43 feet. Formation contacts and inter-formational detail was interpreted from the logs 
and incorporated into the previous sections of this report. 

The geophysical log has been annotated with formation tops and lithology 
(completion/composite log) from the combined formation evaluation data and was used in correlation 
with surrounding wells. This completion log is included in appendix C of this report.  

 

Aquifer Test Analysis 

A 24-hour pumping test was conducted on the DSISD No. 1 Cow Creek monitoring well from February 14-
15, 2018. A 5 horsepower pump was used in the pumping well and set at 320 ft. The pumping rate was 
held relatively constant at approximately 43 gallons-per-minute. Transducers were lowered down the 
DSISD No. 2 well main casing and UGR piezometer which enabled simultaneous monitoring of the basal 
LGR and basal UGR water levels for the duration of the test. The closest accessible Middle Trinity 
observation well was approximately 1900 ft to the NE of the DSISD wells. This well was instrumented with 
a transducer to measure response from the DSISD pumping test, but no significant drawdown response 
was observed. 

Table 1-Estimated transmissivities from DSISD pump tests. The late-time transmissivity is likely the best 
estimate for well No. 1. 

 

The Cow Creek pumping well experienced approximately 42 feet of drawdown by the end of the pumping 
phase of the 24-hr test (figure). Following the pump test the water level recovered to within 1 foot of the 
pre-pumping level. Transmissivity was estimated to be 11,340 gpd/ft (table 1) using the Cooper-Jacob 

Well Transmissivity (gpd/ft) 
No. 1 (Early time fit) 2,336 
No. 1 (Late time fit) 11,340 (late time fit provides best estimate-in 

caption) 
No. 2 (4 hour performance test) 29.6 
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method in Aqtesolv, which involves fitting a straight line to drawdown plotted as a function of the 
logarithm of time (Curve fits in appendix E) (Cooper and Jacob, 1946). This estimate is approximately 5X 
lower than recent estimates from Cow Creek aquifer tests performed in the nearby DSWSC well field 
(HTGCD 2016). However, transmissivity in the DSISD well is still significantly higher than the average 
Middle Trinity transmissivity of 2,336 gpd/ft reported by Wierman et al. (2010). This suggests that the 
Cow Creek is still highly productive in the vicinity of the DSISD monitoring wells. 

 

The shallower LGR well experienced approximately 4 feet of drawdown during the 24-hr pump 
test (figure 9). This hydraulic response suggests that the LGR could be connected to the Cow Creek aquifer 
across the Hensel. However, drawdown data collected from the LGR observation well was consistently 
lower than the drawdown predicted by the Theis model curve at the same distance from the pumping 
well (figure 10). This muted drawdown response in the LGR indicates that the LGR/Cow Creek hydraulic 
connection is somewhat limited, and that Hensel may be acting as a semi-confining unit separating the 
LGR and Cow Creek units. The extent to which the Hensel acts as a confining unit is a topic that warrants 
further investigation. 

Water level in the UGR piezometer in No. 2 did not respond to pumping from the 24-hour test (figure 9 
suggesting that the shallow UGR aquifer was uninfluenced by Cow Creek pumping. 
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Figure 9-Drawdown and conductivity time series data from the DSISD 24-hour pump test. Well No. 1 was 
pumped at 43 gpm during the pumping phase of the test. 
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Lack of a Cow Creek observation well during the 24-hr pump test made accurate estimation of the 
storativity parameter difficult. However, a 48-hour, 780 gpm constant-rate aquifer test was conducted 
less than a mile away at the DSWSD well field from Jan. 30-Feb. 2, 2018. Data from the test has been made 
available to district technical staff and will be used in future HTGCD studies to model drawdown from the 
DSWSC well field. 

Conductivity was measured periodically during the pump test. Conductivity increased from 853.3-939.4 
uS/cm from the start of the test to the end of the test (Figure). The cause of this conductivity increase is 
unclear and merits further investigation. 

 

Transmissivity estimate for Well No. 2 (Lower Glen Rose well) 

On March 13, 2018 a 1.5 horsepower pump was installed in the LGR well in to develop the well and acquire 
a groundwater sample. The pump was run for approximately 5 hours, with an initial pumping rate of 11 
gallons-per-minute. The pumping rate was subsequently lowered to 2.8 gallons-per-minute for the 
remainder of the test due to the large drawdown response at the higher pumping rate. Drawdown data 
was analyzed in Aqtesolv using the Theis curve fitting method to provide an estimate for LGR 

Figure 10-Modeled and observed drawdown data from DSISD No. 1 (blue) 
and No. 2 (red) wells. The Theis model was selected for curve-fitting. 
Drawdown in the No. 2 well was significantly lower than predicted by the 
model curve. 
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transmissivity. However, due to the shorter duration of pumping, and that the LGR well was undergoing 
development for the duration of the test, this T estimate is likely not as reliable as the 24-hour pumping 
test conducted in the Cow Creek well. 

LGR transmissivity was estimated to be 29.6 gpd/ft, approximately 3 orders of magnitude lower 
than Cow Creek transmissivity from the 24-hour test (appendix E, figure 2). This suggests that the Cow 
Creek has significantly larger production potential than the basal LGR within the Middle Trinity Aquifer. 
However, it is unclear whether this is relatively low LGR transmissivity can be extrapolated to the nearby 
DSWSC well field or if it is only present in the immediate vicinity of the DSISD wells. It is possible that 
transmissivity in the basal LGR depends on factors that vary spatially, such as porosity development in the 
lower LGR reef.  

 

Geochemical Analysis of DSISD Groundwater 

Geochemical samples were collected from DSISD No. 1 and DSISD No. 2 on February 15, 2018, and March 
13, 2018 respectively. The DSISD No. 1 geochemical sample was collected toward the end of the 24-hour 
pumping test. The DSISD No. 2 geochemical sample was collected after approximately 4 hours of well 
pumping and development. Samples were analyzed at the LCRA environmental lab in Austin, TX as part of 
the Texas Water Development Board (TWDB) groundwater sampling program. Full geochemical analysis, 
including stable and radiogenic isotope analysis, are available on the TWDB groundwater database (TWDB 
2018). Geochemical data from the DSISD wells were compared with analyses from nearby wells, springs, 
and surface water sites (Figure-geochemistry sample map).  

DSISD No. 1 (Cow Creek) and DSISD No. 2 (LGR) groundwater had a similar geochemical makeup 
(table 2). However, the LGR well had higher total dissolved solids (TDS) than the Cow Creek well (672 
versus 573 mg/L). This difference in TDS was a result of slightly higher concentrations of all major ions and 
a significantly higher concentration of sulfate (302 versus 230 mg/L) in the LGR well. This difference in TDS 
and sulfate warrants further investigation. 
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Table 2-Geochemical analyses from DSISD wells, Onion Creek surface water, and selected Middle Trinity 
wells in the vicinity of the DSISD dedicated monitoring wells. 

Constituent 
(mg/L) 

DSISD 1 
 

DSISD 2 Onion Creek  
(surface water) 

Skipton 
well 

DSWSC 1 
(2017) 

DSWSC 3 
(2017) 

DSWSC 4 
(2017) 

Ca2+ 77.5 83.1 46.3 318 87.7 95 83.6 
Mg2+ 58.8 66.6 18.7 179 57.5 74 57 
HCO3

+ 252 266 195.3 244 266 398 280 
SO4

2- 230 302 31 1410 209 288 184 
K+ 8.71 9.04 1.67 24 6.91 9.8 7.33 
Sodium+ 25.7 28.6 11 87.7 30 37 27.6 
Chloride- 21.5 23.5 24 55 30 29 27.2 
TDS 573.41 672.44 245 2220.1 580.7 771.6 554.7 
Percent 
Modern 
Carbon 

2% NA NA NA 48% 75% 42% 

Deuterium 
(permil 
VSMOW) 

-23.7 NA NA NA -22.6 -23.4 -24.4 

O18 (permil 
VSMOW) 

-4.23 NA NA NA -3.81 -3.94 -4.04 

pH 7.22 7.39 8.31 7.1 7.26 7.09 7.15 
 

Broun and Watson (2017) shows that Middle Trinity groundwater in the northern segment of 
HTGCD can be categorized into distinctive “facies” based on geochemical make-up. The two endmember 
facies are a low TDS Ca-HCO3 facies, which generally occurs in surface waters, springs, and some wells that 
are likely influenced by recharge from surface water streams; and a high TDS Ca-SO4 facies that indicates 
sulfate-bearing mineral dissolution, and likely occurs in wells along longer regional flow paths. 
Groundwater within the Middle Trinity aquifer will generally fall into one of these two categories, or into 
an intermediate category where neither HCO3 or SO4 are the dominant dissolved anion constituent. 
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Geochemistry in both DSISD wells falls into the intermediate Middle Trinity geochemical facies (figure 11).   
The waters both contain HCO3 and SO4 in approximately equal percentages of anion charge concentration 
in milliequivalents (meq). Cation meq concentration is dominated by Ca2+ and Mg2+ in approximately equal 
percentage.  

Figure 11-Durov diagram showing the geochemical makeup of the DSISD wells and selected surface 
water and groundwater samples in the vicinity of the wells. The DSISD wells plot in an intermediate 
geochemical facies that lies between high sulfate/high TDS and low sulfate/low TDS endmembers. 
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DSISD well water is similar geochemically to the DSWSC groundwater samples collected in 2017 
when comparing major cation composition (see figure 12 for location map). However, preliminary 14C 
isotope data suggests that DSISD No. 1 has a significantly lower percentage of modern carbon than the 
2017 DSWSC groundwater (table 2). This difference in isotopic composition is a topic that merits future 
investigation, and could help delineate recharge locations for specific portions of the Trinity Aquifer.  

The DSISD wells contrast with the Skipton dedicated monitoring well and the Prochnow well 
(located approximately midway between the Skipton and DSISD dedicated monitoring wells), which fall 
into the Ca-SO4 endmember geochemical facies and contains significantly higher TDS than the DSISD and 
DSWSC wells. Unlike the Skipton dedicated well, TDS and sulfate concentrations in the DSISD wells is 
below the TCEQ Secondary Maximum Contaminant Limits (SMCL). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12-Map showing locations of groundwater samples plotted in figure 11. 
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Conclusions 

HTGCD successfully drilled 2 dedicated monitoring wells on a DSISD property approximately 3 miles south 
of the City of Dripping Springs in January 2018. The wells are completed in the Cow Creek and basal portion 
of the Lower Glen Rose, respectively, and will provide ongoing monitoring of water levels and water 
quality in the Middle Trinity Aquifer, a critical groundwater resource in Hays County.  

During drilling operations, groundwater was encountered at the base of the Upper Glen Rose, in a Lower 
Glen Rose “reef/mound” facies and in the Cow Creek. Shallow water encountered in the Upper Glen Rose 
solution-cavity is likely sourced from young meteoric (surface) water, and may provide recharge to the 
underlying Middle Trinity aquifer strata. Significant quantities of groundwater were encountered in the 
Lower Glen Rose (LGR) basal reef interval and core samples along this interval exhibited well developed 
porosity. This suggests that the LGR basal reef provides some of the groundwater storage in the Middle 
Trinity aquifer. However, drawdown data and transmissivity estimates from the pump tests show that the 
Cow Creek provides the bulk of production potential in the aquifer. The Cow Creek formation in the 
Dripping Springs Valley has developed into a consistent, reliable water supplier to the community. The 
test data and geochemical analyses obtained from the DSISD well together with the ongoing monitor well 
program will provide a firm base for future groundwater planners and stakeholders.  

  Future Work 

The DSISD dedicated monitoring wells present many opportunities for investigation of the Middle Trinity 
Aquifer in the vicinity of Dripping Springs. In addition to long term monitoring of water levels and water 
quality in the DSISD wells, data collected from these wells could be used for many additional aquifer 
science projects that would help to increase our understanding of the Trinity Aquifer. These include but 
not limited to: comparison of geochemistry between LGR and Cow Creek groundwater; analysis of 
hydraulic head data from the LGR and Cow Creek wells to create a vertical groundwater flow model for 
the Hensel as a semi-confining unit;  analysis of aquifer test data from the DSWSC well field to model long-
term drawdown in the aquifer based on projected future pumping and calibrate the model with DSISD 
heads; creation of a detailed lithostratigraphic framework of the Middle Trinity Aquifer through core 
analysis. 
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Appendix A: Selected core photos (captions follow photos). 

 

Figure A1-selected core photos and photomicrographs (continued next 2 pages).  
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Photo captions: 

A: Core 3 (265’): core slab; coarse skeletal (rudist) limestone in fine grained matrix, multiple 
microstylolites, scattered moldic porosity and crystalline calcite cement (Kgrl) 

B: Core 3 (265’-photo micrograph-10X zoom): reef debris, rudist fragments filled with very fine to fine 
grainstone matrix, minor moldic porosity, some plugged. 

C: Core 4 (270-272’): core slab; skeletal grainstone, fine to medium grained with scattered coarse 
skeletal clasts, fine moldic porosity, and large stylolite. 

D: Core 4 (272.5’): (photo micrograph) stylolite, 3-5 cm amplitude, dolomitic limestone, fine to medium 
grained with minor coarse skeletal fragments.  

E: Core 4 (275’): core slab; at top, small fragmented colony of Scleractinian hexacorals ; and fine grained 
skeletal grainstone, dolomitic with multiple stylolites. 

F: (275’-photo through 10X hand lens); Lower Glen Rose; small colony of Scleractinian hexacorals, very 
fine to microcrystalline calcite replacement. 

G: Core 5 (281-282’):  transitional contact between Lower Glen Rose and Hensel; skeletal limestone, fine 
to medium grained with Orbitolina texana, tite; over burrowed dolomitic limestone, fine wispy laminae, 
intraclasts (core slab). 

H: Core 5 (287-288’): Hensel; dolomitic limestone, wackestone, micritic-skeletal; “flood” Orbitolina 
texana and scattered skeletal clasts, stylolite, sorting along wavy laminae, parts burrowed, dolomitic 
mudstone. 

I: Core 6 (290-291’): Hensel: siltstone, calcareous; mudstone, dolomitic with fine detrital grains; top 
brecciated with multiple stylolites; gastropods at base, possible storm channels (core slab). 

J: Core 6 (297’): Hensel: very coarse mollusks packed with fine to micro-crystalline dolomite with fine 
detrital grains; microstylolites, disrupted wispy laminations (core slab). 
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K: Core 6 (297’-photo micrograph- 10X zoom): Hensel; very coarse mollusk in matrix of fine to micro-
crystalline dolomite with detrital grains (photo micrograph). 
L: Core 7 (302-303’): Hensel; broken oysters in fine crystalline dolomite wackestone matrix with skeletal 
fragments (core slab). 
M: Core 7 (304-305’): contact Hensel- Cow Creek paleosol, burrowed fine crystalline dolomitic 
wackestone with oysters; over breccia, sub angular to sub rounded coarse intraclasts in crystalline 
dolomitic matrix. 

N: Core 7 (307.5’) 10X: calcrete intraclast with detrital grains; angular gray dolomite clast in very fine 
crystalline dolomite matrix, rounded clasts possibly algal (photo micrograph). 

O: Core 7 (307-308’): paleosol: dolomite, fine crystalline with off white caliche/calcrete and dark gray 
crystalline dolomite intraclasts, brecciated; microstylolites, disrupted-churned, unsorted lithoclasts. 

P: Core 8 (310’): core slab; base of paleosol with Cow Creek; dolomite, very fine to micro-crystalline 
cream colored matrix with fine to medium grained, rounded, elongated, black-dark gray pellets, 
irregular laminae, alternate light and dark gray green; microstylolites, possible channel & hard ground at 
base. 

Q: Core 8 (319’-photo micrograph-10X zoom): large crystalline calcite vug, coral fragment, lined with 
small, blunt calcite crystals. 

R: Core 8 (319’): Cow Creek; at top a large vug fill of crystalline calcite replaces coral fragment; coarse 
skeletal limestone with fine-medium coated grain-calcarenite matrix, with moldic porosity. 

S: Core 10 (334’): stylolite (pressure induced zone of chemical dissolution) separates coarse skeletal hash 
with excellent moldic and vuggy porosity (above) from very fine grain skeletal grainstone (below), tite. 

T: Core 10 (336’): Cow Creek; coarse skeletal clasts in fine-medium grained skeletal limestone, scattered 
moldic porosity (core slab). 

U: Core 11/10 (339.5-340.5’): coarse skeletal limestone, coquina hash, mollusks with moldic & vuggy 
porosity; black laminar zone (calcite crystals and black organic material), scour at base of laminae, 
burrows; and limestone, pelloid, medium crystalline, with fine pyrite crystals (core slab). 
V: Core 11 (341’): core slab; overview of laminar zone. 

W: Core 11 (341’-photo micrograph-25X): detail of laminar zone. 
X: Core 12 (358’): Cow Creek; dolomite, fine crystalline, burrowed, silty, wispy black laminations. 
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Appendix B-Core and cuttings photos taken using Ziess Stemi 305 digital microscope camera 

 

Figure B1-Photomicrographs taken with Stemi 305 microscope digital camera (continued next page). 
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Microscope photo captions: 

A: Core 2 (251’ X40): Kgrl; micrite, very fine grained dolomitic mudstone, tite 

B: Core 2 (256.5’ X10 002): crystalline rudist fragment; poorly sorted fine to coarse broken skeletal 
fragments fill solution cavity, fine skeletal-grain matrix, very good moldic, vuggy and intergranular 
porosity, drusy cement; top basal Kgrl “reef/mound” facies  

C: Core 2 (257’ X10 001): moldic void partially filled with two phases of calcite cement, 
recrystalline mollusk shell, fine grain matrix with moldic porosity and drusy cement 

D: Core 2 (257’ X10 002): coarse skeletal fragments partially fill moldic porosity, coral- caprinid rudist 
“reef/mound” facies, drusy cement 

E: Core 2 (258.5’ X10 001): Kgrl; fine to medium grained skeletal-pellet grainstone matrix, dolomitic, 
drusy cement with coarse mollusk shell coated with very fine calcite crystals, moldic, vuggy & 
intergranular porosity 

F: Core 2 (258.5 X20 001): Kgrl; Orbitolina fragment 

G: Core 3 ( 261.3’ X10): Kgrl; stylolite, black insoluble material, pressure solution, breaks very coarse 
rudist shell in fine grained skeletal grainstone matrix with moldic, vuggy & intergranular porosity, calcite 
crystals fill & line voids 

H: Core 3 (261.5’ X20 001): Kgrl; fine skeletal grainstone with vugs & intergranular porosity, drusy 
cement 

I: Core 3 (262’ X10 001): Kgrl; caprinid rudist in fine to medium grained skeletal grainstone matrix, calcite 
crystals fill and line vugs & molds, transverse cut through caprinid shell wall 

J: Core 3( 263’ X10 001): Kgrl; rudist shells dissolved & filled with fine grained skeletal grainstone matrix, 
moldic & very fine vuggy porosity, drusy cement 

K: Core 3 (267’ X10 001): Kgrl; “reef” debris, fine to coarse skeletal clasts fill solution-void & partly fill 
moldic porosity, fine grained matrix 

L: Core 3 (268’ X10 001): Kgrl; coarse caprinid rudist fragment, transverse cut through shell wall, in fine 
grained matrix, crystals fill and line cavities, drusy cement 

M: Core 3 (270’ X10 001): Lower Glen Rose; very fine crystalline, large gastropod (Nerinea) at bottom in 
fine to medium skeletal grainstone matrix with moldic and intergranular porosity, calcite crystals and 
drusy cement 

N: Core 3 (270’ X20 001): Kgrl; fine to coarse grained skeletal-coated grain grainstone with very good 
intergranular & vug porosity, fine calcite crystals & drusy cement fill some voids; coarse rudist fragment 
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O: Core 9 (321`’ X10 001): Cow Creek; very fine to fine  crystalline skeletal hash with coated grains, 
dissolved shell fragments (molds), very good moldic porosity, drusy cement 

P: Core 10 (335’ X10 001): Cow Creek; very coarse mollusk with moldic porosity in fine recrystalline 
skeletal grainstone 

Q: Core 10 (337’ X30 001): Cow Creek; relic skeletal texture, very fine to microcrystalline calcite with 
moldic and intercrystalline porosity 

R: Core 10 (339.5’ X10 001): Cow Creek; top, stylolite with black insoluble material and very fine 
chalcopyrite crystals; coarse mollusk fragment; moldic porosity in fine to medium grained recrystalline 
skeletal grainstone, partly filled by scleractinian coral fragment – tubular coralite, microcrystalline calcite 

S: Core 10 (339.5’X10 003): Cow Creek; stylolite with black insoluble material and very fine chalcopyrite 
crystals; coarse mollusk fragment in fine to medium grained skeletal- coated grain grainstone, re-
crystalline matrix with moldic and vuggy porosity 

Cuttings photomicrographs: 

T: 310-320’ 001: Cow Creek; fine grained skeletal grainstone matrix, crystalline with moldic porosity, 
drusy cement 

U: 310-320’ 005: Cow Creek; fine to medium grained skeletal-coated grain-pellet grainstone with good 
intergranular porosity, calcite cement 

V: 310-320’ 006: Cow Creek; black mollusk fragment in fine to medium grained, rounded, grainstone, 
drusy cement 
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Appendix C-DSISD No. 1 geophysical log- annotated by Alex S Broun 
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Appendix D: Selected screen captures from No. 1 downhole video 

 

Figure D1- Selected screen captures from Well No. 1 downhole video. 
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Downhole video screenshot captions: 

A-71.3 feet: Upper Glen Rose; base of 10’ solution cavity interval developed along bedding plane 
partings; small flow of water running over loose rock debris and cascading down borehole. 

B - 91.9 feet: Lower Glen Rose; burrows (dark gray) in wackestone – packstone. 

C -118.9 feet: Kgrl; fine fracture w/minor breccia in calcareous mudstone. 

D- 134.3 feet: Kgrl; thin parting of black wavy laminae in wackestone. 

E -136.0 feet: Kgrl; coarse mollusks in micritic-skeletal limestone. 

F -172.7 feet: Kgrl; stylolite separating buff limestone from gray-blue limestone. 

G -206.7 feet: Kgrl; wavy black laminae in very fine grained wackestone. 

H - 248.6 feet: Kgrl; small bedding plane cavity with flow feature. 

I - 268.9 feet: Kgrl; “reef/mound” facies, coarse mollusks, vf grainstone matrix. 

J -273.1 feet: Kgrl; caprinid rudist, coarse mollusk fragments in fine to medium grained matrix, dolomitic 
limestone. 

K - 310 feet: Cow Creek; grainstone, scattered coarse mollusk shells in fine-medium grained skeletal-
calcarenite matrix.  

L - 359.4 feet: Kcc; small bedding plane cavity with flow feature, dolomite  
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Appendix E: Aqtesolv ™ curve fits used for Transmissivity estimates from DSISD well pump test 
data. 

 

Figure E1-Early time and late time curve fitting for Well No. 1 24-hour pump test data using the Cooper-
Jacob straight line fitting method. The early time transmissivity estimate was 2,336 gpd/ft and the late 
time estimate was 11,340 gpd/ft. Aqtesolv pro aquifer test analysis software was used for curve fitting.  
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Figure E2-Theis curve fitting for Well No. 2 performance test. A transmissivity of 29.6 gpd/ft was 
estimated from curve fitting. Aqtesolv pro aquifer test analysis software was used for curve fitting. 
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Appendix F-Memorandum of understanding between HTGCD and DSISD for well site access 
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